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1 Geurdes writes in a common informal style where
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integration over any space with respect to a non-negative measure of to
one. What is important to note is that his proof uses only conventional mani
with integrals. Indeed, part of his proof is computational (or numerical), a
constructed in his paper are Euclidean, all probability measures are either co
(with density) or discrete, all expectation values are ordinary integrals or
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Quantum foundationsGeurdes (2014) outlines a probabilistic construction of a counterexample to Bell’s theorem. He gives a
procedure to repeatedly sample from a specially constructed ‘‘pool’’ of local hidden variable models
(depending on a table of numerically calculated parameters) and select from the results one LHV model,
determining a random value S of the usual CHSH combination S of four (theoretical) correlation values.
He claims ProbðjSj > 2Þ > 0. We expose a fatal ﬂaw in the analysis: the procedure generates a non-local
hidden variable model.
To disprove this claim, Geurdes should program his procedure and generate random LHV’s till he ﬁnds
one violating the CHSH inequality.
 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Geurdes [1] discusses the CHSH inequality within a conven-
tional framework. I will ﬁrst set down the basic deﬁnitions of that
paper.
A local hidden variable model (LHV) for a model of a Bell-CHSH
experiment is taken to consist of a 4-tuple L ¼ ðA; B; Q; qÞ where
A and B stand for the two local measurement functions, Q stands for
a quartet or set of four pairs of experimental measurement settings,
and q is the p.d.f. (probability density function) of an underlying
hidden variable. When we specify an LHV L, we implicitly also
ﬁx, in a compatible way, domains of the three functions A; B; q,
and a larger set of which Q is a subset: the model involves not just
the pairs of settings used in the experiment but also other possible
settings (Geurdes’ construction requires existence of one or more
settings in the model which are not used in the experiment).
We must distinguish between settings in the model, and set-
tings used in the experiment. I will denote by A and B the ‘‘large’’
sets of all possible measurement settings for the two parties Alice
and Bob. The pairs of settings used in the experiment will be
denoted, as Geurdes does, by A ¼ f1A; 2Ag#A and
B ¼ f1B;2Bg#B. From this we get Q ¼ A B with a cardinality of
four; hence the name ‘‘quartet’’.
Geurdes denotes by K the set of all hidden variable values, and
makes the conventional assumptions and deﬁnitionA : KA ! f1;þ1g;
B : K B ! f1;þ1g;
q : K! ½0;1Þ;Z
k2K
qðkÞdk ¼ 1;
Eða; bÞ ¼
Z
k2K
Aðk; aÞBðk; bÞqðkÞdk:
I change his notation in preferring to write k as an argument rather
than as a subscript.1
Eða; bÞ is the theoretical correlation between Alice and Bob’s
outcomes according to the model L, when they use settings a
and b, and we deﬁne
S ¼ Eð1A;1BÞ  Eð1A;2BÞ  Eð2A;1BÞ  Eð2A;2BÞ:
I will write S ¼ SL when it is important to emphasize its dependence
on the LHV model L, and similarly ELðqÞ, for q ¼ ðx; yÞ 2 Q, in order
to make explicit the dependence of Eðx; yÞ on L.
Combining the four integrals on the right hand side of the def-
inition of S to one, we can express S as the expectation value, when
k is sampled from the p.d.f. q, of Aðk;1AÞðBðk;1BÞ  Bðk;2BÞÞ
Aðk;2AÞððBðk;1BÞ þ Bðk;2BÞÞ. Write the integrand compactly as
A1ðB1  B2Þ  A2ðB1 þ B2ÞÞ. For given k, either B1 ¼ B2 or B1 ¼ B2.
Therefore either A1ðB1  B2Þ ¼ 0 or A2ðB1 þ B2Þ ¼ 0. In both cases,k means
tal mass
pulations
ll spaces
ntinuous
ordinary
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to a probability measure generates a value of S which of necessity
lies in the interval ½2;þ2.
We consider S as a function of L. Geurdes describes a scheme
whereby a LHV L is found, if one is lucky, in the combined results
of a large number N of independent random drawings from a pool
of LHV models. The CHSH value S ¼ SðLÞ generated by this proce-
dure is random. We have seen that for all L; jSðLÞj 6 2. Hence
ProbðjSj 6 2Þ ¼ 1. This contradicts the main result of Geurdes [1].
It follows that there must be a mistake in Geurdes’ proof,
though it could better be characterized as a ‘‘proof outline’’. The
proof is difﬁcult to follow: the attempt to reduce a complex con-
struction to the limits of a two page ‘‘micro-article’’ has resulted
in missing deﬁnitions and proof steps, ambiguities and anomalies.2
The proof depends on unpublished numerical computations and
does not offer rigorous error bounds. Fortunately, it is easy to indi-
cate a fundamental and fatal conceptual error . . . in the very last lines
of the proof.
The ﬁrst lines of Geurdes’ ﬁnal section ‘‘Conclusion’’ summa-
rizes the results obtained so far. The context is a CHSH-type exper-
iment, using a sequence of setting pairs qn ¼ ðx; yÞn 2 Q in N trials
numbered n ¼ 1; . . . ;N. At each trial, the usual Alice and Bob,
assisted by a third person Carrol, perform (locally) various auxil-
iary and independent randomizations, leading to a realization of
a random LHV model Ln with the same quartet Q. At the nth trial
we can therefore compute a ‘‘random’’ correlation ELn ðqnÞ. This is
what Geurdes denotes ETðCÞðx; yÞn: the subscript T, or alternatively
C, denoting two different ways, given in Geurdes’ formulas (2)
and (3), to compute the same quantity ELn ðxn; ynÞ (the two expres-
sions are available due to the particular special structure of the
pool of LHV models).
Geurdes claims in the ﬁrst line of his last section that he has so
far proven the existence of nk such that2 There are dubious claims, for instance, ‘‘PrðET  cÞ > 0 implies that PrðE ¼ cÞ > 0’’.
Strangely, k ¼ ðk1; k2Þ and q appears to be a product measure. A appears to depend
only on k1 and B on k2 which would make Eða; bÞ a product EðaÞEðbÞ.PrðETðCÞðx; yÞnk ¼ EQMðx; yÞnk Þ > 0
where ðx; yÞnk , for k ¼ 1;2;3;4 runs through each of the four setting
pairs q in Q. We pick out four particular trials, each with one of the
possible setting pairs. By EQMðx; yÞ, Geurdes denotes the usual sin-
glet correlations in the standard CHSH experiment: the ﬁrst is equal
to þ1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, the other three are all equal to 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, leading to the
standard (maximal) quantum prediction for S equal to 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. (Of
course it is not difﬁcult to construct four different LHV models,
say Lq, one for each q 2 Q, such that ELq ðqÞ ¼ EQMðqÞ: we do not
need a sophisticated construction to do this.)
The proof proceeds with the implicit claim that four LHV mod-
els together, each one reproducing just one of the four quantum
correlations, are actually one LHV model doing the job for all four
correlations simultaneously: this is what is expressed in Geurdes’
Eq. (9). The proof of (9) consists of the bare word ‘‘hence’’. But
(9) does not follow from what has preceded it at all. Geurdes does
not verify that the four models chosen at trials n1;n2;n3 and n4 are
the same (they cannot be: CHSH!). Geurdes thinks of his whole
procedure as ‘‘local’’: the four out of N selected LHV’s have been
generated by local procedures, for each n separately. But ‘‘so
what?’’ The combination of four LHV’s generates a non-local hidden
variable model: after both Alice and Bob’s settings x and y have
been chosen, one selects the appropriate LHV Lq, depending on
the pair of settings q ¼ ðx; yÞ 2 Q, to model the outcomes of Alice
and Bob’s measurements with those settings only.
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